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The first report, Traditionallrrigatíon in the Andes of Ecuador, (1) Research and Planning, showed how
an international and multidisciplinary team had built a research methodology to prepare a Traditional
Irrigation Development Plan. We emphasized how much this irrigation did not follow the usual
standards. The originality of these systems,. especially Iinked to the mountainous topography and
history, justifies the research work on what does not function well along the water mobílization and
utilization chain at different levels of the ZARI (Zone of Analysis and Recommendations for Irrigation).
From detailed studies of four ZARI that were selected as most representative, Urcuquí, Pifo, Santa
Rosa and Guamote, the major features of the diagnosis onthe dysfunctions of irrigation in the northern
Ecuadorean Andes were formulated and the first channels of improvement of the prívate networks
started to be defined (see Fig. 1. Organization-Type of a ZARI and Location of the Different Problems).
Urcuqur, introduced in the first report, is a ZARI of the dry Mira watershed in the northern Andes; it is
made up of approximately 5,000 hectares irrigated by 17 traditional systems. Pifo is located close to
the capital Quito. Therefore, this ZARI, with its 2,800 hectares irrigated by 12 traditional systems,
evolves under the influence of of the urban outskirts. Santa Rosa and Guamote belong to the Pastaza
watershed, located in the middle of the country. These ZARI represent totally opposed situations.
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•

the first, Santa Rosa, is exemplary owing to the high degree of artificialness of the Andean
environment (very high population density - 300 inhabitants per square kilometer, 8,000 hectares
irrigated by large traditional systems from 30 to 50 kilometers long, irrigated continuous crop
systems in farming units of less than one hectare);

•

the second, Guamote, is a crisis area, abandoned by its inhabitants, and only the sectors that have
irrigation networks (of Iimited scope) remain populated, even though they are deeply affected by
seasonal migrations.

1. SUPPLY D1SFUNCTIONS AT THE WATERSHED LEVEL
1.1. Very poor low-water flows, owing to severe drought even in the high-mountain
areas
Areas that are potentially irrigable do not have any facilities. In the river watershed, only a dam
would allow to increase the supply during the dry season. In certain cases, a transfer from a
neighboring watershed that has a supply which exceeds the demand could solve the water
shortage problem. These cases are rare. They imply prior legal and political agreements and
sometimes high investments if the transfer requires special work (tunnels). This problem goes
beyond the Iimited field of rehabilitation.
1.2. Large but inaccessible flows because
geomorphology is unfavorable, etc.
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As before, the areas suffer from a shortage of water, but this time the farmers see the water pass
at a few tens or hundreds of meters beneath their 'ando In certain cases, a dam to raise the water
level could facilitate the installation of facilities or the enlargement of those that already exist.
1.3. Highly variable hydrological rhythms with sudden and destructive overflows
The water intakes are regularly flooded. The irrigated areas are periodically deprived of water. If
the damage is considerable, the farmers run the risk of losinq part of their crops.
Thís type of accident (we will see later on that there are many more) becomes even more
dramatic if the social organization that manages the system is disorganized.
A modern intake construction program could make the irrigation systems in the aggressive
watershed less vulnerable.
.
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Figure 1 - Scheme of a ZARI wlth locallzatlon of malor Identlfled problems

1.4

Drylng up of the rlver downstream from a series ot outlets
The areas that are irrigated from downstream Intakes systematically run the rísk of being short
of water. Thls sltuatlon is often the result of a lack of coordination to manage the water
resource. It may be accompanied by downstream/upstream conflicts that can go as far as an
"intakes war", that ls, the alteration and sometimes even the destruction of the facilities.
Solutions to this problem are not easy, because each of the groups Involved c1aims inherited
water rights.
In this type of case, It Is better to no longer grant any additional concession and to organize a
joint effort among the irrigating organlzations.
The installatlon of the intakes and tlle discharge regulators planned in the concession
documents should indeed be carried out with financial and technlcal support.

2.

DEMAND PROBLEMS Al lHE INFRASlRUFlURAL LEVEL IN lHE ZARI

2.1

Poor average contlnuous f1ctlve dlschQrge, owlng to lack of avallable water resources In
tlle watersheds that feed the network i
This case is a translation of the two first kinds ot problems already described conceming the
watersheds.
'
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When the watersheds do not funetion inthe same way, it may be useful to restructure the
networks combining the supplies of the two watersheds towards the erest of the interflow.
Thus a greater regularity and seeurity of the distributed ñows would be obtained.
2.2

Considerable disparity in the distributlon of the supply, even taking into
account the normal variabilitles owing to the altitude
Certain irrigated areas are supplied by a eontinuous fictive diseharge of 2 liters per second per
heetare whereas others have only 0.1 or 0.2 Iiters per second per heetare.
In the landscape this gives a mosaic of highly heterogeneous areas with respeet to crop-raising
during the dry season.
In the case where the water resource is Iimited compared to the requirements, it is possible to
revise the concessions or, by installing modern intakes, to avoid excessive impoundments of
water which would be detrimental to the other systems located downstream.
When the water resource is not limited, an enlargement of the deficient systems could be
considered. A poor supply may be due to the deterioration of the canal owing to a lack of
maintenance.
For instance, the absence ofmaintenance to c1ear the sand from certain parts may, over time,
considerably minimize the channel discharge capacity and reduce even more the water supply
of this or that systern.

2.3. Too high canal density, which makes it very difficult to maintain all the systems
and provides linear or punctual losses, whether of natural or social origins
(theft, conflicts)
One solution would consist of simplifying the network espeeially when the canals run along
parallellines.
Moreover, in this type of situation, chain accidents occur when the upper canal breaks following
an overflow or a mudslide.
The weakest areas should be reinforced by means of special works and protected from
streaming if the latter produces dangerous overflows.
Protection against erosion and soil accumulation in the canal can be improved by planting thick
hedges aboye the canal segments in question.
Finaly, we have observed that certain sectors are very difficult to reach. Their maintenance would
be facilitated if accessways and maintenance roads were built.
3. DYSFUNCTIONS IN THE DISTRIBUTION IN THE ZARI

3.1. Absence of a rotational working, as a consequence of which there is an
unequal distribution among the upstream and downstream
distributors

users

on the

This lack of rules and regulations to share the water resource occurs in four kinds of cases:
•

the number of users is low and water distribution is decided upon from day to day according
to the needs of each user; over time and with the parceling of the land, the number of users
increases and the first difficulties arise;
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•

the users have just acquired a concession over the canal, for example. when ~aciendas are
divided ínto lots and sold, and they do not know how or are unable to get orqanized to set up
a rotational system;

•

the users were organized to set up a rotational turn distribution, but because agriculture is no
longer a prime activity, the rules have been more or less ignored;

•

the users are organized but their number is so large -and their conflicts so intense- thal the
rotational system does not operate wel1; the planned schedules are not adhered to, the
accumulation of delays leads to irrigation cuts.

3.2. Very long transport time in the distributors whlch sometimes consist 01 a
veritable maze 01 intermeshed water courses
The distribution- systems can be explained by the history of transfers of water rights and the
sales of user time for the various distributors.
. •
Its efficiency is poor insofar as the water does not always run from one plot of land to the next but
rather fol1ows the order established by water rights.
A reorganizaton of the rotational working would bedesirable, although this is generally hard to
accept by the users who are accustomed to certain irrigation schedules, especial1y when this
requires that the irrigation take place during night hours.
The distribution could be modernized by installing a permanent module for each sector which
would be managed by the respective group of farmers.
To ensure a mínimum of fairness in the distribution from a given module, it would seem that the
safest method of distribution would be the one that delivers the module first to the last user of
Ihe distributor and then the outlets would be open from plot to plot until it reaches the first user
(this already exists in certain systems).
Sometimes the distribution works on an allernating basis, so that the last user of the water
schedule would become the first for the following irrigation and vice-versa.

3.3. Considerable irregularity 01 the modules delivered 1rom one irrigation to
another, owing at the same time to the abovementioned dysfunctions in the
watersheds and the facilities, but also owing to the fact that the generally
rustic dividing junctions do not always dlstribute the discharge that come to
them in the same way
In reality, the problem is not so much the distribution of water among users but rather the
distribution, when it does exist, of the water shortage in the fairest way possible to the users.
Providing the networks that suffer from a considerable flow disparity with proportional outlets
seems quile attractive.

3.4. Considerable losses during the night when the farmers do not use night
irrigation or put it into practice carelessly and when there are no tanks
Night irrigation on steep slopes is always difficult to manage. During the night water theft is most
frequent, and it is at this time that it is most difficult to reestablish the normal discharge.·
The installation of a tank with a capacity that corresponds to the night stock would be an
invaluable aid for managing the traditional systems. Such programs already exist, but without a
systematic modernization of equipment in an entire ZARI.
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In the absence of a tank, there are several solutions available to distribute the night hours to all
the users.
The night hours can be assigned on an alternating basis each year. This solution, which seems
equitable, hardly modifies the night losses; it only obliges everyone to share the unfavorable
conditions every other year.
The frequency of the water shift can also be modified, adopting a period based on an
incomplete number of days. For example, instead of seven days, the period could be six days
and a half, with one day of service interruption after two periods or two days every four periods
for carrying out network maintenance. Thus, each farmer irrigates on an alternating basis during
the day and at night during the whole year.
Thís arrangement can be refined even further by using a period of six days and three fourths,
which would lead the users to set back their irrigation schedule six hours from one shift to
another and to Iimit the service interruption for maintenance purposes to only one day every four
weeks.
,

.

Such changes are hard to effect for they upset habits and interests that have been well
established over a long time. But if these changes are thoroughly expfained and if they are able
to convince the users as a whole, it is possible to considerably improve irrigation conditions both
fairly and safely.
3.5. Frequency of irrigation that is poorly suited or inappropriate for intensifying
agricultural production systems
There are areas where the rotational turn takes place over a period of 15, 16, 17, or even 21
days, which virtually prohibits the farmers from choosing crops that demand a great deal of water,
during dry seasons when requirements are very high.
It must be emphasized that the usable soil reserves are often poor; the Andean soils contain a
high proportion of sand, to such an extent that certain irrigated soils are deemed unsuitable for
irrigation in the international manuals. One frequently finds easily usable reserves on the order
of 30 mm, which requires an irrigation frequency of about 7 days and not 14 or 21 days.
It is not an easy task to manage this problem for it is generally linked to a considerable
disequilibrium between supply and demando
So that each user can enjoy the privilege of a decent dosage of irrigation, taking into account the
time consumed in transfers, the rotational turn should have to be prolonged, but the longer it is
the less useful is the irrigation.
Moreover, the risk of having the irrigation withheld is undesirable, as it would mean that the crop
under cultivation would have to wait one month or more without any artificial supply. The
peasants can only then rely on a redeeming storm, which is paradoxically when one knows that
an irrigation infrastructure does existo
Shortening the frequency would imply significantly increasing the supply.
4. APPLlCATION DYSFUNCTIONS AT THE SMALL PLOT LEVEL

4.1. Unsuitable module
•

A module that is sometimes too weak (Iower than 5 liters per second), which implies, on the
one hand, very long irrigation times by hectare (up to 24 hours or more) and, on the other
hand, application difficulties with respect to the arrangement of the furrows: the former
sectors end up by being over-irrigated whereas the lalter are under-irrigated.
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•

A module that is sometimes too strong (more than 20 litersper second), which produces
erosion because there is no way to control the volume of water that keeps coming into the
plot of land. Only by creating buffer tanks would it be possible for the irrigators to select a
module that is suitable for their soil, work, and rotational syslem Iimitations.

4.2. A poorly performing Irrlgation arrangement
•

In certain 'cases, the irrigator merely "throws" water over the upper part of the plot without
ever directing il. The water follows the micro-thalwegs and ends up generally by going out of
the plot until the irrigator returns.

•

In other cases, the irrigator does not optimiza the distribution of water: in accordance with the
module he has at his disposal and his soil characteristics, he can take advantage of the length
of the furrows and work time to correctly distribute the amount of water that reaches the
totality of the plot.

It is obvious that the users do generally lack appropriate technical advice end the necessary
technical know-hów to improve the application.
To explain the water shortage thatthe irrigators complain about, there is also the factthat they all
waste water in their fields.
The prornotlon of small experimental stations managed by the irrigator associations with tecnical
support wouid allow for a beller rationalization of the applications.
5. PRODUCTION
SYSTEM
DEVELOPMENT LEVEL

FUNCTIONING

PROBLEMS

AT

THE

AGRICUl TURAl

In addition to the eventual limitations Iinked to the shortage of water, there are a series of
socioeconomic'and technical problems thatthe farmers take into account when they choose their
productions and implement agriculturaltechniques: lack of capital, credit, equipment, labor force;
uncertain marketing outlets; lack or organization and market control.
Other factors lead to various difficulties: extreme parceling of the plots in certain irrigated areas,
which makes the distribution all the more complex.
In such conditions, water usage proves to be extensive ando is sometimes limited to irrigating
natural prairies in order to maintain callle whose main funclion will be economic: it will allow the
farmer to rely on saving in an uncertain economic environmenl.
With this respect, it is quite curious to note that in Ecuador there is virtually no stocking of fodder
neither among the peasants nor in the haciendas.
These aspects of farm management Iie outside INERHl's traditional field of intervention.
Nevertheless, they must be taken into account as a part of the planning.
For example, jt would be. meaningless to rehabilitate the network in a ZARI which has been
abandoned by its inhabitants who have gone to work in the city.
6. DIFFICUlTIES EXPERIENCED BY THE IFlRIGATING ORGANIZATIONS IN THEIR
.
AND EXTERNAl RElATIONSHIPS

INNER

We are at present witnessing a multiplication and atomization of the irriqators' associations which
have very severe repercussions on the manaqernent of the irrigation systems a~ a whole: the
funetions of "water poliee" and works malntenance are endangered by reeurrenl eonJliets.

"
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External interventions, whether they are public or prívate, aHect onJy limited groups and do not
take into accounl al! the users and systems as a whole.
These phenomena are quite serlous, Ior the maintenance of traditional networks largely rests on a
very strong social cohesiveness among the users.
If some of the groups find themselves affected by thefts of water, without any specific
improvements, they will tend to refuse to participate in the collective works that airn at maintaining
the canals. The conflicts could go so far as sabotaging the work then proceed to direct
confrontations.
On the short and medium terrn, such an evolutioncould only culminate in ah agricultural recession,
the risk of running short of water leading the involved Iarmers to choose even more extensive
production systems.
On the medium and long terrn, the major risk Hes in the disappearance of certain systems because
of a lack of regular rnaintenance.
,

..

In order to prevent such an evolution, it would seem approprlate to propose from outside sorne
global rehabilitation projects on a ZARI as a whole and probably to reinforee the role played by the
irriqator associations by organizing them in a federation so that they will become partners in the
rehabilitation projects.

CONCLUSION
The franco-Eeuadorean team started first by identifying the many problems thal are invol~ed in, and
explain to a large extent, the poor performances of traditional irtigation systems and then wil! carry out
an in-depth surveyof each problem area and attempt to provide data on the impact of the various
dysfuncions that have been identified.
In a seeond phase, the team will set up a network improvement plan adapted to each type of ZARI,
which should give maximum efficiency to the public financial assistance that is being provided Ior
modernizing the Andean irriqatlon systems.
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